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Abstract Universal Multimedia Access aims at providing a gratifying end user-experience by either adapting the content, be it static or dynamic, to suit the usage environment or adapting the usage environment, be it client- or server-centric, to suit content. This paper presents our MPEG-21 Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework, acronym DCAF, which uses a fusion of Genetic Algorithms and Strength Pareto Optimality to adapt content in order to suit the usage environment. Keywords Content adaptation . Genetic Algorithms . Pareto Optimality . MPEG-21



1 Introduction Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) is a key framework for multimedia content delivery service using metadata. The UMA assumes that any content should be available anytime, anywhere by any device over any type of network [15]. The primary objective of UMA is to provide the best Quality of Service (QoS) or User experience by either adapting the content in order to meet the playback environment, or adapting the content playback environment, i.e. user, terminal, network and natural environment, to accommodate the content [31]. The processing may be performed at one location or distributed over various locations. These candidate locations are the content server(s), any processing server(s) in the network, and the consumption terminal(s). The choice of the processing location(s) may be determined by several factors: transmission bandwidth, storage and computational capacity, acceptable latency, acceptable costs, and privacy and rights issues [25]. A number of approaches for enabling UMA have been proposed. Some focus on content adaptation, whilst others focus on usage environment adaptation [38, 41]. The main UMA approaches to adaptation are: (1) content adaptation, where the content is adapted online or offline in order to fit the usage environment requirements and in some cases to satisfy further audio-visual constraints specified by the end-user and (2) usage A. A. Sofokleous : M. C. Angelides (*) School of Information Systems, Computing and Mathematics, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PH, UK e-mail: [email protected] A. A. Sofokleous e-mail: [email protected]
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environment adaptation, where the usage environment is adapted in order to fit to the content properties [41]. Content adaptation is either static or dynamic. The former means that the content is adapted offline and stored as content variations with the most appropriate content variation selected each time either by the user, i.e. manually, or by the system, i.e. automatically. The latter maintains one copy of the original content and each time a new request arrives, various adaptation operations adapt offline or online the content in order to satisfy the current request’s requirements. Usage environment adaptation is either client centric or server centric. The former defines that the adaptation of the usage environment focuses on satisfying the user constraints and preferences instead of various resource sharing issues among many users whereas server centric adaptation takes into account, not only the user preferences but also other constraints, such as resources sharing issues on the server, i.e. available bandwidth, memory, CPU. Whilst client centric adaptation formulates the adaptation strategy without involving other users or streaming sessions, but only what is best for the current user, the server centric approach needs to coordinate the computational and network resources usage and provide average quality of service for more than one user, e.g. differential services on a server. The aim of this paper is to present DCAF, an MPEG-21 Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework that adapts content dynamically to suit the usage environment. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a related research taxonomy, Section 3 gives a detailed account of DCAF’s architecture and functionality, Section 4 presents a video on demand application, Section 5 presents the results of an empirical evaluation and Section 6 concludes.



2 Related research taxonomy Figure 1 shows taxonomy of related research as a clutch with adaptation classes (the pressure plate), their attributes (the driven plate) and the processing mode (the bearing). The pressure plate consists of the two adaptation classes that are reported in literature, i.e. content and usage environment adaptation. Content adaptation distinguishes between static and dynamic content adaptation whereas usage environment adaptation distinguishes between adaptation of the client and the server. The driven plate consists of the two attributes to the classes that are reported to the literature, i.e. content type and adaptation node. The former distinguishes between scalable and non-scalable content whereas the latter between the client and the server as the node or one which is distributed. Finally, the bearing consists of the two processing modes that are reported in the literature, i.e. piece or resource wise. Adaptation will either focus on the content or the usage environment, hence, the pressure plate will press on the driven plate with one of the two. The content which, or whose environment, will be adapted will either be static or dynamic and the node on which adaptation will take place will either be the client, the server or some distributed node. Hence, the driven plate, pressed by either a content or a usage environment adaptation, will in turn drive the bearing with the type of content and the node on which processing will take place. Processing will either be resource or piece-wise. Section 2.1 describes the pressure plate’s two adaptation classes, i.e. content or usage environment, Section 2.2 describes the driven plate’s two attributes to the two adaptation classes, i.e. content type and nodes, and Section 2.3 illustrates the bearing’s two processing modes, i.e. piece or resource-wise.
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Fig. 1 Taxonomy of related research as a clutch



2.1 Adaptation classes (the pressure plate): usage environment versus content Standards such as MPEG-21, MPEG-7, W3C, TV-Anytime, 3GPP and CC/PP provide tools with which to describe either or both the usage environment and content in order to achieve interoperability between media applications and a better quality of service to the end-user [2, 42]. Usage environment refers to the available terminal, network, and user resources, such as the terminal resolution, the network bandwidth and error protection, whereas content refers to the content resource requirements laid by the format, the resolution, the bit-rate, the frame rate and the coefficient dropping. Hence, whereas the objective of usage environment adaptation is to adapt the usage environment resources to suit, not change, the content resource requirements, the objective of content adaptation is to adapt the content to the available resources. Client centric usage environment adaptation schemes try to maximise the interests of individual users, while usage environment centric schemes, such as network-centric schemes, optimise collective metrics for all users. Some client-centric adaptations include bandwidth adaptation and prioritisation, device properties adaptation (e.g. display resolution and active
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network interface), memory and CPU management [8]. Some applications can dynamically modify their behaviour based on remaining power, such as reduction in quality when power is scarce or in case of video presentation to change to black and white video presentation so as to save power. This adaptation of application properties is also known as “application-level adaptation” [4] because it maybe necessary to change the needs of the application (like, for example, to reduce the application window size). Application adaptation can also be combined with hardware management for saving power without compromising the usability [26]. Server-centric usage environment adaptation schemes attempt to optimise shared resources for the best interest of the server and the network rather than maximising only the experience of individual users. Server and intermediate nodes can adapt the usage environment for maximising the end-user experience. Shared resources, such as server memory and bandwidth, raise management issues that need to be handled fairly across a number of concurrent requests. Dynamic content adaptation aims at adapting the original content “just in time” following an adaptation request by a user. Static content adaptation has as many advantages as disadvantages. Considering its advantages first, it can yield results in negligible time since it only selects the best content variation from pre-adapted content following a request by the user rather than attempt to adapt it on the fly [10]. Consequently, it requires less memory and computational power for content selection but huge storage space to store all content variations of format, bit rate, resolution, frame rate and coefficient dropping alongside the original content. Hence, considering disadvantages, the choice of content variation is limited to what has been pre-adapted. However, the main shortcoming arises when new content variations have to be recreated as a result of the original content changing or new content becoming available. An example of client-centric usage environment adaptation is described in [43]. The authors investigate the various methods for varying the clock speed of CPU dynamically under control of the Linux operating system in order to save the CPU energy (power saving) with limited impact on performance. Specifically, they discuss an algorithm which provides power saving by scheduling different jobs to work at different clock rates. They address that with a job workload prediction algorithm, the power can be saved by adjusting the processor to work at a fine grain so it is fast enough to accommodate the workload without missing deadlines that possibly are specified by the human factor. In [33], the authors investigate the dynamic adaptation of operating system policies, which aims to improve either the application performance (e.g. memory and caching management), or system performance (e.g. I/O scheduling). The authors address the challenge of customising adaptation policies for multiple concurrent applications and shared resources. Furthermore, they argue that it may be necessary to improve system constraints in terms of fairness, response time and latency. The major shortcoming with client-centric adaptation schemes is that client systems can only make a request for, but not manage, shared resources, such as server bandwidth and memory. As a result, a client system can only assume QoS guarantees for the “last mile” but not for the entire content delivery path (e.g. bandwidth between server and client). In [40], the authors propose a server-centric adaptation architecture, which minimizes the access time of clients with a fault tolerant system that balances the load of video-on-demand requests to multiple distributed servers. The authors employ a retrieval strategy for multiple servers, which are used and coordinated with Jini. Each client streaming session retrieves different portions of the video from multiple servers based on the server and network available resources. The major shortcoming with server-centric adaptation schemes is that server systems will not give priority to the QoS requirements of one client over maintaining an average QoS across all clients when managing shared resources. Therefore, when
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computational and network resources are scarce or client devices cannot support the target content, neither of the usage environment adaptation schemes will serve the client efficiently without content adaptation. An example of dynamic content adaptation can be found in [35]. The authors propose an adaptive streaming algorithm, which considers network congestion and maintains buffer levels at the client. It uses three adaptation operations: rate control, frame dropping and packet interval adjustment. In [13, 14], the authors propose a system that formulates the solution to adaptation problems as multiple adaptation steps (adequate adaptation sequences). They demonstrate a framework that uses Artificial Intelligence based planning for the construction of adequate adaptation sequences. The problem of determining and executing adequate adaptation sequences is designed as a classical state-space planning problem: (1) the description of the original multimedia resource is the start state, (2) the possible adaptation transformations on a single image of a video is the operation, and (3) the mapping of the adapted resource to the usage environment properties is the goal state. The resource adaptation engine executes the adaptation plan on the original resource as a number of transformation steps and produces the adapted resource. The planning algorithm is implemented in Prolog, which provides the necessary tools for solving state-space planning problems. In [30], the authors propose a static content adaptation framework for multimedia. Their system creates a number of variations of the original content which are stored in the InfoPyramid (offline adaptation). Sequentially, they use an annotation tool to describe the content in MPEG-7 description files. The delivery of the content takes into account the usage environment characteristics that are described with the MPEG-21 standard. Other approaches leave the content selection entirely to users. Thus, the user may select manually what he likes. There are two major shortcomings with static content adaptation. Firstly, content variations are generated offline prior to any interaction taking place, with reference to a common set of user requirements, device capabilities, and network resources availability. However, whilst these content variations may initially satisfy some groups of users, as user requirements evolve and network resources vary during interaction, user satisfaction with content variations will drop. Secondly, content variations must be regenerated every time the original content changes. Dynamic content adaptation overcomes both drawbacks by generating just in time the optimal content variation that would maximise the end-user satisfaction based on the current user content requirements, available network resources, device capabilities and the natural environment characteristics. 2.2 Adaptation classes attributes (the driven plate): content type and nodes Video content can be encoded using non-scalable coding as a single layer bit-stream or scalable coding as multi-layer bit-streams. Most existing applications such as DTV and DVD have adopted a single layer MPEG-2 non-scalable coding. However, the launch of H.264/AVC, which encodes video content at a video coding layer and transport layer protocol header information at a network abstraction layer, has resulted in an ever-growing application of multi-layer non-scalable coding. Content encoded in scalable coding can be selectively decoded at various spatial, temporal and quality-level resolutions as required by applications [23]. Therefore, different levels of scalability may co-exist in a common format [9, 32]. Whilst pursuing scalable coding may be receiving a new lease of life, the quality achieved with scalable coding, although diverse, is significantly lower in comparison to that achieved with non-scalable coding. Furthermore, although H.264/AVC does not require hardware decoders, the complexity at the software level is much higher than that of nonscalable (de)coders such as MPEG-2 [44].
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Content adaptation on the server is more common than adaptation on a client device because of a server’s comparatively less constrained capacity for content processing. However, where no adaptation engine exists on the content server or content is distributed across many servers then content adaptation on the client may be considered [16]. Where clients are responsible for adapting content they normally do not communicate their adapted content to the server, in order to prevent any privacy issues from arising. However, the server, as a result, does not get to know how each client device adapted content, for example, at which resolution or format. Consequently, the same content may be adapted repetitively on a number of client devices in the same way, at the same time. Content adaptation at an intermediate node or adaptation proxy serves to alleviate some of the shortcomings of having to adapt either on the same server where content is stored or on the client where content will be consumed. Usually, an adaptation proxy retrieves the required content from the content server and adapts it before sending it to the client. Distributed content adaptation, also known as multiple steps adaptation, is an alternative approach which aims at distributing the adaptation load across content servers, adaptation proxies or a mixture of both. In [21], the authors propose a logical model for scalable content, called the SSM model. SSM models (1) generic scalable content, (2) metadata describing model parameters, and (3) manipulation ways to obtain various adapted versions. They present a mechanism that allows decisions about adaptation without knowing the actual encoding. In such cases, the content can be encrypted but still an adaptation decision may be taken. The universal adaptation engine will receive an SSM compliant content with its descriptions and adapt descriptions and content appropriately, without knowledge of the specifics of the content, its encoding and/or encryption and forward it to consumer or other adaptation engines. The disadvantages of scalable coding resemble those of static content adaptation: content variations have already been encoded, or scaled, in multiple layers which, therefore, reduces the scope of any further adaptation. Therefore, adaptation is a simple choice of selecting content at the right layer and any further adaptation considerations will be constrained by the layer parameters, such as resolution and frame rate. An example of non-scalable content is presented in [18], where the authors present a self-adaptive distributed proxy system that provides streaming multimedia services to mobile wireless clients. Their system passively monitors and adapts all the network nodes in order to provide better end-user experience. The system utilises a service, called Automatic Path Creation, which uses the information to create optimal logical and physical paths. Unlike with scalable content, there is no limit to the possible adaptations with nonscalable or single layer formats. Although formal methods for generating adaptation policies for single layer content do not yet exist, simple adaptation policies for single layer content spaces such as, frame dropping and coefficient dropping (FD–CD) can be predicted in real-time using neural networks or other statistical approaches alongside content feature extraction methods. An example of client-centric usage environment adaptation running on the client is presented in [7]. The authors propose an MPEG-21 framework for adjusting the QoS of multiple concurrent non-scalable media streams according to CPU capabilities. The framework focuses on user-level and application-level QoS requirements. User-level QoS includes user-perceived quality and application-level QoS includes the control processes of the system components for a terminal. The system is capable of adapting playback according to system conditions, for example, when a portable device runs on batteries. The main shortcoming of using the client as the adaptation node is the client’s processing capability to adapt content on the fly at the same speed and level of quality as a server
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would. Furthermore, client adaptation, is almost unique to the client device’s characteristics, such as resolution and format, is susceptible to much duplication since other clients may be performing the same adaptation operations at the same time, and not immediately re-usable unless stored on the server. A server system for dynamic non-scalable content adaptation is demonstrated in [27]. Both client and server use middleware, which work as a layer below the applications. When adaptation of content is completed, the server middleware calls a transmitter to stream content. In some cases, server adaptation is more effective. For example, it is better to adapt a large-size file on the server than on the client because it will reduce both network traffic and cost when a user pays per byte. Also, where a user changes a device during streaming, e.g. from PDA to PC, the server can adjust video properties to suit the new device. However, server-content adaptation makes the server load enormous. A distributed content adaptation framework is presented in [11]. The authors provide a high level design of architecture for adapting MPEG-4 scalable video streams with the aid of a number of MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) descriptions, i.e. Adaptation Quality of Service (AQoS), Universal Constraints Description (UCD), Bit-stream Syntax Description Link (BSDLink), generic Bit-stream Syntax Description (gBSD). They consider the advantages of fragmenting the AQoS into Adaptation Units using its switching mechanism, since fragmentation allows each ADU transmitted and processed independently of one another. In [6, 24, 34, 41], the authors present the concepts of Bitstream Syntax Description (BSD) Adaptation. First, the media bitstream is described into a high-level structure using BSD, then the BSD description is adapted using XSLT, and finally the adapted media bitstream is constructed from the transformed BSD description. Whilst this scheme implies that an adaptation engine has been duplicated on each node, this may, nevertheless, allow for step-refinement of the adaptation requirements on each node during each adaptation cycle. 2.3 Adaptation classes processing mode (the bearing): piece- or resource-wise In piece-wise processing mode analysis and adaptation is carried out on the multiple adaptation units (AU) that make up content and which are linked with spatial and/or temporal relations. Piece-wise processing is useful where (1) content is not available in one piece at a given time, (2) each AU’s adaptation requirements change over time but not simultaneously, and (3) each AU’s spatio-temporal relations to all other AUs, or other content semantics in each AU are necessary for adaptation. Piece-wise adaptation usually considers the content semantics of AUs, for instance, objects. Whilst piece-wise adaptation may provide better results in terms of end-user satisfaction and bandwidth allocation, it assumes more computing power for AU analysis and adaptation. In contrast, resource-wise approaches adapt the content as one unit. Whilst resource-wise adaptation may be optimised with regards to the computational power required, this kind of adaptation is only appropriate when all content is available as one piece and consideration of content semantics is not necessary at an AU level. An example of piece-wise content adaptation is presented in [22]. The authors discuss the concepts behind the decision-taking framework supported in MPEG-21 (Part 7) Digital Item Adaptation (DIA). The framework decisions can be differentiated with respect to the adaptation units. Each decision is made according to Pareto optimality with respect to adaptation unit decision history. They present a number of optimisation strategies for discrete and continuous search domains for dynamic content adaptation frameworks. While for discrete domains, an iteration algorithm can go through all solutions and find the Pareto optimal set, for continuous domain they argue that a solution can be obtained using an
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exterior penalty method with GPS (Generalised Pattern Search). Finally, they discuss four adaptation cases: (1) JPEG Image Adaptation, (2) JPEG2000 Image Adaptation, (3) Motion Compensated Predictive Video Adaptation, and (4) Fully Scalable Video Adaptation. In each case, they encode scalable content in adaptation units. One advantage of their modelling approach is that it enables adaptation based on the adaptation history. In [20], the authors present a static content adaptation framework which runs on the server and adapts web multimedia documents consisting of multiple non-scalable units. The system uses the InfoPyramid that provides a number of variations for the multimedia content in a hierarchy form and a service that selects the best representation from the InfoPyramid, so as to maximise the value of the content and satisfy some client capabilities, that is, client screen resolution, bandwidth, capabilities for display. The authored content is analysed in order to extract information that will be useful in transcoding and customisation. Multi-item adaptation, such as display video and text, requires combined adaptation of layout and content for instance, and considering any relative and absolute weights between the items. In [19], the authors present a client-centric usage environment adaptation system, which sits on the client side and allows the constraining the throughput of certain low-priority flows in order to provide additional bandwidth, for higher-priority flows based on user preferences. Their algorithm, called BWSS (receiver-based bandwidth sharing system), aims to achieve a desired weighted bandwidth partition so as to be able to satisfy user preferences regarding how the bottleneck bandwidth should be shared. They also point out that the system is able to adjust to congestion as well. They use a TCP Flow Control System (FCS), which achieves a particular target bit-rate for a given TCP connection, by controlling the receiver’s advertised window. The system assumes that the client has the capability to play the content it is current form. A resource-wise example for the bandwidth management of non-scalable content can be found in [28, 29]. The proposed framework utilises client-centric usage environment adaptation in order to allow a client device to determine the bandwidth requirements for multiple concurrent video streaming requests. The management of shared resources had been addressed in [5]. The authors present a server-centric usage environment loadbalancing algorithm, which dynamically optimizes the disk usage in online video servers. Their algorithm, Dynamic Segment Replication Policy, balances the load across the disk by replicating segments of files based on their request ratio. Therefore, by adjusting the file system, the system manages to response quickly to all kinds of requests. In [36, 37]. The authors present an adaptive distributed multimedia streaming server architecture (ADMS) that reportedly reduces streaming latency by clustering media into segments. The ADMS architecture is integrated with an intelligent video proxy that implements defensive adaptation. The proxy uses adaptive cache replacement for different quality levels of the same video. The shortcoming with this approach is that it requires all the content to be available for analysis and adaptation as one piece. As a consequence, applying resourcewise adaptation on real-time streamed content is not feasible. Figure 2 depicts the common research threads and challenges that arise.



3 DCAF: dynamic content adaptation framework DCAF enables dynamic adaptation of content by making reference to pre-defined usage environment requirements and content constraints. Its abstract design provides flexibility in order to customise both its architecture and functionality which, in turn, yields several advantages. Firstly, use of MPEG-21 allows a high degree of interoperability. Secondly, separation of functionality into four distinct layers allows selective customisation at each



Fig. 2 Common research threads and challenges
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Problems identified



• Hierarchical clustering of content: level of content detail required obtained by choosing relevant content cluster and adaptation operation • Semantic adaptation: object extraction, content segmentation, content/object transcoding, ROI • Coding-independent adaptation operation selection using intelligent agents • Frame-based content protection • Adaptive congestion control • Hierarchical clustering shortcomings: multiresolution textures, relationship between visual fidelity and surface property, facial and body content, audio linearity • Semantic adaptation shortcomings: automatic object extraction and weight assignment, single human-specified ROI, limited ROI/Object adaptation operations, summarisation performance evaluation • coding-independent adaptation requires human effort to assign weight to objects and optimisation constraints • Frame-based content protection is contentdependent and requires temporal frame weights



• Offline content adaptation into several variations and manual or automatic selection with tools such as InfoPyramid and MPEG-7 • Spatio-temporal segmentation of content • Adaptation using intelligent agents



• Offline content analysis and adaptation without regard to user, device, network and natural environment requirements: number, video coding, structure, and detail of variations • Regeneration of content variations when the original content changes • Evolution of user, network and device requirements during interaction • Multi-item adaptation (e.g. display with video and text) requires fusing adaptation (of layout and content in the example) and considering any relative and absolute weights between the items



• Enable content access on different devices and networks • Maximise end-user experience: e.g. match content to user preferences, maximise video quality, reduce streaming latency • Enable content protection and error control



Content Adaptation Dynamic Content



• Enable content access on different devices and networks • Enable streaming over the Internet at varying spatio-temporal resolutions • Reduce user interaction



Static Content



• Receiver prioritisation and weighted bandwidth sharing secures only “last mile” QoS guarantees • Content may still need further device and “last mile” specific adaptation • Dynamic CPU clock speed adaptation requires either advance workload knowledge or prediction



• Receiver prioritisation and weighted bandwidth sharing • Application level window size adaptation • Dynamic adaptation of CPU clock speed • Energy aware user-interfaces



• Manage multiple network apps on single connection with congestion avoidance • Improve apps tolerance of network performance fluctuations • Maximise end-user QoS • Improve energy saving on client devices



• Support mobile clients during network performance fluctuations, user movement, network connectivity transitions • Optimise QoS for system level performance subject to resource constraints • Manage system resources for concurrent apps: e.g. bandwidth, memory, disk usage, load balance • Provide deterministic guarantees for streaming • Improve proxy latency and cache replacement • Distributed architectures with optimal node placement for mobile clients • Transmission scheduling with regard to packet size and reconstruction importance • Buffer and bandwidth resource allocation, disk usage and load balancing policies • Segment replication based on request ratio • Quality-based cache replacement • Admin permission on remote nodes • Priority of system level over “last mile” QoS • Content not adapted for device and “last mile” • Advance knowledge of traffic contract • Proxy replacement lower than normal



Usage Environment Adaptation Client-Centric Server-Centric
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layer and helps to achieve low level of coupling, i.e. modularity. Thirdly, use of Genetic Algorithms with Strength Pareto Optimality allows unbiased decision making with minimum human input for setting weights. Fourthly, the decision-making process is separated from the adaptation process, thus, the two may be installed on separate network nodes. Hence, to add adaptation operations, it is only necessary to extend the adaptation process, since this does not affect the decision making process. Likewise, to add decisionmaking techniques, it is only necessary to extend the decision-making process. The DCAF architecture of Fig. 3 comprises of four layers: the MPEG-21 XML layer, the MPEG-21 Java layer, the MPEG-21 Adaptation layer and the Content layer. At the XML layer the three spaces of usage environment, content adaptation policies and content constraints are described as XML UED (Usage Environment Description), AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Service), and UCD (Universal Constraints Description) models respectively and recorded along with the XML version of the Optimal Adaptation Policy Binding (APB) in an XML Optimal APB library. At the Java layer the XML UED, AQoS, and UCD models are parsed into Java UED, AQoS, and UCD objects respectively so that Java methods are used for their processing. At this layer, the Java and XML versions of the Optimal APB that has been selected at the Adaptation Layer is constructed. The Adaptation layer uses the Adaptation Decision Engine (ADE) to select an optimal APB, and the Resource Adaptation engine (RAE) to adapt the original video using the Java optimal APB. The Content layer receives the original video request and delivers the adapted video for consumption. The rest of this section is organised as follows. Section 3.1 discusses the XML layer, Section 3.2 describes the Java layer, Section 3.3 presents the Adaptation layer, Section 3.4 outlines the Content layer and Section 3.5 describes our video adaptation methodology. 3.1 MPEG-21 XML layer At this layer the three spaces of usage environment, content adaptation policies and content constraints are described as XML UED (Usage Environment Description), AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Service), and UCD (Universal Constraints Description) models. Usage Environment Description (UED) accommodates the description of the terminal, user, network and natural environment requirements with DescriptionMetadata and UsageEnvironmentType [12]. Adaptation Quality of Service (AQoS) accommodates the description of all possible adaptation operations that may satisfy Quality of Service constraints, such as the network bandwidth or the device resolution, and all adaptation attributes, such as the file size or the PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise ratio) with UtilityFunction, LookUpTable and StackFunction [12]. Using semantics from MPEG-21 and MPEG-7 Classification Schemes, and referencing mechanisms such as XPATH/ XPOINTER, the AQoS can refer to its internal Input/Output Pin (IOPin) variables in order to obtain a value for a StackFunction, for example, to external variables in order to obtain a value from UED for a StackFunction and can be referenced by other tools such as a UCD (Universal Constraints Description) constraint. One AQoS is generated for each video and used thereafter in every request involving the video. UCD accommodates the description of limit constraints which must always be satisfied and optimisation constraints which are either minimised or maximised. A UCD constraint consists of j arithmetic operators and n arguments representing resource requirements or AQoS IOPins where n≥1, j≥0 [12]. UCD constraints are dynamically evaluated for each APB 2{APB1, … APBi,…, APBz}. Figure 4 illustrates how a UCD references dynamically UED and AQoS values. Figure 4c describes the device requirements. Figure 4b describes the adaptation policies space. The
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Fig. 3 DCAF
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AQoS IOPins are linked to semantics, such as frame width, with “:MEI:17” which is defined with MediaInformationCS, a classification scheme shared by UCD and AQoS. Figure 4a shows part of a typical UCD description. The first constraint comprises three arguments and two operators. The SemanticalRefType argument obtains its value from AQoS using “:MEI:17”. The ExternalIntegerDataRefType argument uses XPATH to obtain the value of the horizontal screen size from UED. The ConstantDataType argument is a constant value of 0.75. It also uses two operators, multiply (:SFO:18) and equal or less (:SFO:38) described by the StackFunctionOperatorCS classification scheme. The UED, AQoS and UCD models and the XML optimal APBi are stored in the XML optimal APBi library as adaptation history and are parsed into Java at the Java Layer. 3.2 MPEG-21 java layer At this layer, the XML UED, AQoS, and UCD are parsed into the Java UED, AQoS, and UCD and standard Java methods are generated for data processing, as in Fig. 5. There are several advantages to parsing into Java objects. Firstly, as XML elements are parsed into Java Objects according to their XML element types (for instance, XML limit constraints are parsed as LimitConstraint Objects and XML optimisation constraints are parsed as OptimizationConstraint Objects), the ADE (Adaptation Decision Engine) only needs to search among objects of the same type. Secondly, only business logic methods need separate coding. Thirdly, as ADE will use Java methods to access objects, this eliminates the need for additional coding. Finally, the Java UCD, AQoS, and UED are coded as



Fig. 4 Linkage of XML UCD (a) to AQoS (b) and UED (c)
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Fig. 5 Java UED, AQoS, and UCD



independent libraries which enables their reuse. The Java and XML versions of the Optimal APBi are constructed from the optimal APB selected at the Adaptation Layer. 3.3 MPEG-21 adaptation layer At this layer, the Adaptation Decision Engine (ADE) selects the non-dominated chromosome that will be transformed into the Java Optimal APBi. The Resource Adaptation engine (RAE) will use the Java Optimal APBi to adapt the original video. The ADE selects an optimal APBi. Where only thresholds are specified but no optimisation constraints, any APBi that satisfies the thresholds will be acceptable. However, where optimisation constraints are
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specified, selecting an optimal APBi becomes a multi-optimisation problem (MOP) which ^ where ~ xÞ::::::fk ð~ xÞÞ subject to gi ð~ xÞU0; i ¼ 1; ::::; m;~ x I4 x is an seeks to minimise F ð~ xÞ ¼ ðf1 ð~ n-dimensional decision variable vector ð~ x ¼ x1 ; ::::; xn Þfrom some universe Ω [39]. Figure 6 maps the search for an optimal APBi as an MOP that seeks to optimise (O1(APB), O2 m S (APB)..., Ok(APB) subject to Ld ðAPBÞ  0. d¼1



The main problem with MOPs is that individual optimisation constraints may conflict with each other [17]. To overcome this problem and implement the MOP we use Genetic Algorithms (GAs) together with Pareto Optimality (PO) because each one individually exhibits desirable advantages [45]. The use of GAs is inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution. GA problems are solved by an evolutionary process, which yields a best (fittest) solution (survivor) among multiple solutions that evolve over many generations. Solving a particular problem requires encoding possible solutions as chromosomes. The space of all feasible solutions is called the search space. A GA looks for the best solution among the possible solutions in the search space, or more than one in a multidimensional search space. Hence, the use of GAs allows multiple solution selection from the AP space that enables to compare all these solutions for similarities whereas PO allows evaluation of each GA generation’s solutions without the need to assign weights to each objective (Oi). This is useful for large or continuous domains which cannot be searched exhaustively or initial weights set. ADE (Adaptation Decision Engine) uses a combination of GA (Genetic Algorithms) and PO (Pareto Optimality). GA searches the AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Service) for a valid APBi (Adaptation Policy Binding) that observes both any UCD (Universal Constraints Description) limit and optimisation constraints. Figure 7 shows a typical chromosome structure (with reference to Fig. 8). Figure 9 demonstrates that encoding chromosomes using FDV (Full Decision Vector) raises considerably the probability of generating nonvalid chromosomes during crossover. For example, a crossoveroperator may yield a nonvalid offspring, if it is derived from chromosomes Ci ¼ gi;1 ;:::;gi;8 ; ri;1 ;:::ri;5 and APBi Ck ¼ gk;1 ;:::;gk;8 ; rk;1 ;:::rk;5 for which, according to f : V0 ; R0  ! Vi ; Ri , the ri,j genes depend on the gi,z genes, where 1≤z≤5 and 1≤j≤8. Thus, DCAF’s chromosomes encode only MDV (Minimum Decision Vector) from which, FDV can be determined, as all IOPin (Input/Output Pin) values need to be considered since AOs (Adaptation Operations) values, for example, affect PSNR and File-Size values. Encoding a chromosome with less than FDV reduces non-valid chromosome production during crossover, increases GA performance and smoothens processing. S The rest of the chromosome of Fig. 8 comprises of the FDV ¼ APBi Ri , where Ri are the attribute values of adapted video Vi which has been obtained by applying the APBi on V0, the LCV (Limit Constraint Vector) which holds the evaluation results of limit constraints and



Fig. 6 MOP to APBi mapping
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A chromosome



OCV (Optimisation Constraint Vector) which holds the evaluation results of optimisation constraints. The MDV changes during mutation and crossover and FDV, LCV and OCV become and remain null; FDV and LCV until verification and OCV until non-dominated and dominated chromosome identification when they are all repopulated. Figure 10 depicts the GA and PO process. P comprises S of two sub-populations, internal population, PI, and external population, PE, where P ¼ PE PI . PE will comprise of all non-dominated chromosomes and PI will comprise of all dominated chromosomes. During Chromosome Initial Population Generation, ADE (Adaptation Decision Engine) populates randomly PI but PE =∅. Both the internal and external population are fixed in size. During Chromosome Verification, ADE verifies the validity of each PI chromosome or APBi (Adaptation Policy Binding) against AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Service), i.e. if it exists in 0 0 AQoS, and returns a new internal population PI , where PI ¼ fC jC 2 PI &C 2 AQoSgand 0 0 PI  PI . Next, ADE validates each chromosome of PI against the UCD (Universal Constraints Description) limit constraints. The evaluation results are stored in the chromosome



Fig. 8 IOPins either as Adaptation Operations or Adaptation Attributes
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Fig. 9 Chromosome encoding as FDV versus as MDV



00



LCV (Limit Constraint Vector) that yields a new internal population of chromosomes PI that  00 0 00 0 satisfy the limit constraints: PI ¼ CjC 2 PI &ðL1 ðC Þ  0; :::; Ld ðC Þ  0Þ where PI  PI . During Non-Dominated and Dominated Chromosome Identification ADE validates each 00 chromosome of PI against the UCD optimisation constraints. The evaluation results are stored in the chromosome OCV (Optimisation Constraint Vector) and all non-dominated 0 chromosomes are moved across PE . C1 strictly dominates chromosome C2 (C1  C2 ) when each value in C1’s OCV is greater than or equal to the corresponding value in C2’s OCV, the corresponding OCV value in C2: with at least  one  OCV  valuein C1 being  greater  than S 0 00 PE ¼ Ci : 9Cj Cj  Ci where Cj ; Ci 2 PE PI . An external population can increase considerably after a few generations. Therefore, it is 0 necessary to cluster and reduce PE into a representative subset that maintains the 0 characteristics of the original population. PE is reduced by a clustering algorithm when 0 the size of PE exceeds the number of optimisation constraints, M. The number of optimisation constraints is set during the adaptation request and does not change before the 0 process is complete. To reduce PE , it clusters the chromosomes of the external population into K classes (K≤M) using the average linkage method specified by SPEA [45]. The chromosomes in each cluster are more closely related to one another than those assigned to different clusters. Initially, each chromosome of the external population forms a cluster. Gradually, it selects and merges two clusters at a time into a larger cluster and this is repeated until the specified number of clusters, K, is reached. Two clusters are selected according to the nearest neighbour criterion, i.e. the average distance between pairs of chromosomes across the two clusters. The distance between clusters r and s is calculated T by: Dðr;sÞ ¼ ðjrjr;sjsjÞ, where Tr,s is the sum of all pair-wise distances between cluster r and cluster s and |r| and |s| are the number of chromosomes in cluster r and s respectively. Figure 11a shows two clusters, A with 3 chromosomes (a1, a2, a3) and B with 3 chromosomes q(b1, b2, b3). The distance between two chromosomes is calculated by: ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 0



distðCi ;Ck Þ ¼ ðO1 ðCi Þ  O1 ðCk ÞÞ2 þ::: þ ðOn ðCi Þ  On ðCk ÞÞ2 , where Ci ; Ck 2 PE , {O1, O2, …, On} are the UCD (Universal Constraints Description) optimisation constraints and Oj(Cz)is the evaluation result of optimisation constraint Oj using the APB (Adaptation Policy Binding) values of chromosome Cz. In the example, Tr;s ¼ distða1; b1Þ þ distða1; b2Þþ T distða1; b3Þþ:::þdistða3; b2Þþdistða3; b3Þ, Dðr;sÞ¼ r;s . For a cluster with k chromosomes, ð33Þ
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Fig. 10 ADE flow process



the representative chromosome is the one with the minimum average distance to all other chromosomes in the cluster. Figure 11b shows the chromosomes distances for cluster A. a1’s distance to a2 and a3 is ða1;a3Þ , as a Euclidean distance using OCV values. The calculated by: Distða1Þ¼ distða1;a2j AÞþdist j1 00 final result is a new external population PE . During Non-Dominated and Dominated Chromosome Fitness Value Calculation, ADE 00 assigns a real value called strength to each non-dominated chromosome in PE which is proportional to the number of chromosomes it weakly dominates in the internal population 00 00 jfCj jCj 2PI & Ci Cj gj , where Ci 2 PE . Chromosome Ci weakly dominates by: S ðCi Þ ¼ 00 PE chromosome Cj if each value in Ci’s OCV (Optimisation Constraint Vector) is equal or greater to the corresponding value in Cj’s OCV. The chromosome strength is also set as its
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Fig. 11 (a) Clustering by average linkage; (b) finding the representative



fitness value that is used by ADE to assign a value to each dominated chromosome Cj in the 00 internal population by summing up the individual strengths of those chromosomes in PE that weakly dominate Cj. The resulting value plus 1 (added to ensure a better fitness value for non-dominated chromosomes) is set as the fitness value of Cj: jPE j  X 00 00 SðCi Þ ; if Ci Cj ; where Ci 2 PE and Cj 2 PI : FðCj Þ ¼ 1 þ 0 ; otherwise i¼1 00



If the termination criterion is met, ADE (Adaptation Decision Engine) selects a 00 chromosome from the external population PE as the optimal adaptation policy binding APBi (Adaptation Policy Binding). The chromosome’s APBi is transformed into the Java Optimal APBi object and passed on to the RAE (Resource Adaptation Engine). If the termination criterion is not met, ADE selects chromosomes from both populations, internal and external, for crossover and mutation that yield a new internal population. During chromosome selection, a selection operator selects chromosomes for reproduction based on the fitness value of each chromosome using Tournament Selection. During a tournament, each chromosome is assigned a probability value based on its fitness value: p for the chromosome with the lowest fitness value, p×(1−p) for the second-lowest, p×(p× (1−p)) for the third lowest and so forth. A random value pk between 0 and 1 is then generated and the chromosome with a probability that is closest to but greater than pk is selected and stored in the mating pool Pm. During Crossover ADE selects two chromosomes from Pm and a crossover operator randomly swaps genes between the two chromosomes. The two modified chromosomes are then added to the new internal population. During mutation, ADE selects one chromosome from Pm and it mutates it by replacing the value of a gene. The modified chromosome is added to the new internal population: PI ¼ fCjC 2 Pm _ ðC 2 Crossover ðC1 ; C2 Þ _ C 2 MutationðC1 ÞÞg where C1 ; C2 2 Pm : ADE then proceeds to Verification for another cycle.
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The Java optimal APBi describes appropriate resource AOs (Adaptation Operations) that will satisfy the limit and optimisation constraints and is paired as (IOPin, value). It will be used by the RAE to adapt the original video V0 to the usage environment by passing on the IOPins values to the appropriate AOs and then executing the AOs to obtain the adapted video APBi Vi, i.e. f : V0 ; R0  ! Vi ; Ri . The RAE uses an internal linking table to link IOPin values, for example, the WIDTH and HEIGHT values in APBi = {(WIDTH, 1024), (HEIGHT, 768)} to the Resolution Reduction AO, or the greyscale value of IOPin MEDIA_COLOUR to the Colour Reduction AO. Where processing of V0 is carried out in FFmpeg [3], the adaptation described will be translated to “−s 1024×768”, which means reduce resolution of video to 1024×768 pixels. RAE may support any type or number of AOs. 3.4 Content layer The purpose of the content layer is to receive the original video V0 and, after it has been adapted to Vi by the RAE (Recourse Adaptation Engine), to deliver it to the user for consumption. As such, it protects the user from the remaining layers. 3.5 Video adaptation methodology Figure 12 shows our video adaptation methodology. 3.5.1 Phase 1: Define adaptation requirements This phase involves defining all possible adaptation solutions, the usage environment conditions of the user, their device, the network and the natural environment under which one or more of these adaptation solutions will be applied, any thresholds below which adapted content should not be allowed to fall and any optimisation constraints to be pursued. DCAF uses MPEG-21 to describe all these in different XML files. First, it uses MPEG-21’s AQoS tool to describe each adaptation solution in a separate XML file. Then it uses MPEG-21’s UED tool to describe the usage environment in a single XML file. Finally, it uses MPEG-21’s UCD tool to describe any constraints as limit (e.g. minimum resolution) and optimisation objectives (e.g. number of colours) in a single XML file. 3.5.2 Phase 2: Generate adaptation solutions This phase involves using the adaptation solutions defined in phase 1 to generate additional adaptation solutions until a sufficient number is found that satisfies the limit constraints defined in phase 1. DCAF uses genetic algorithms to generate the pool of adaptation solutions that satisfy the thresholds set in phase 1. First, it encodes adaptation solutions from those defined in phase 1 as chromosomes. Then, it generates additional adaptation solutions as chromosomes though crossover and mutation. Finally, it extracts those chromosomes that satisfy the limit constraints set in phase 1. 3.5.3 Phase 3: Extract optimal adaptation solutions This phase involves identifying adaptation solutions from those generated in phase 2 that satisfy both the limit and optimisation constraints defined in phase 1. DCAF uses Pareto Optimality to extract those adaptation solutions generated in phase 2 that satisfy both the limit and optimisation
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Fig. 12 Video adaptation methodology



constraints defined in phase 1. Pareto works by dividing the chromosome population into dominated and non-dominated chromosomes with reference to the optimisation objectives and then extracting the non-dominated chromosomes as the optimal adaptation solutions.
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3.5.4 Phase 4: Adapt video This phase involves adapting the original video using the adaptation instructions included in the solution selected from the optimal solutions extracted in phase 3 to adapt the original video. DCAF uses ffmpeg to adapt the video. ffmpeg parses the adaptation solution instructions to video processing commands (e.g. reduce resolution and transcode format) and then it applies these commands on the original video. The adapted video is communicated to the user for consumption. 3.5.5 Phase 5: Update usage history This phase involves recording all adaptation files in the usage history for future consideration. DCAF (Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework) uses MPEG-21 to update the usage history. In particular, it records the XML UED (Usage Environment Description) and UCD (Universal Constraints Description) files and the XML version of the optimal adaptation solution used in phase 4 to adapt the video.



4 Video on demand application The video on demand application presented in this section exemplifies the use of DCAF from an end-user’s point of view. The user pictured in Fig. 13 uses his mobile device to request streaming of a movie trailer. The mobile device connects to the nearest WI-FI hotspot that has wired access to a server which hosts DCAF and triggers the request to DCAF. DCAF connects to the Internet through the nearest cell tower, which connects to a satellite that connects to a roof-top dish that has wired access to a video server that hosts the requested movie trailer, and proceeds to retrieve it. DCAF holds all possible adaptation operations that may be carried out (e.g. resolution reduction, video bit rate reduction, colour reduction) in AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Service), the general (e.g. age) and trailer-specific (e.g. no sound, full resolution) user preferences in the user UED, the mobile device characteristics (e.g. device type, supported codecs, display size, storage, memory) in the device UED, the network characteristics from DCAF to the user device (e.g. bandwidth, distance, number of nodes, drop rate, delay) in the network UED, the characteristics of the environment surrounding the user (e.g. location, time, noise, level of illumination) in the natural environment UED, any limiting (e.g. display size) or optimisation constraints (full resolution) in the UCD. ADE will consider all limiting and optimisation constraints recorded in the UCD, all user, device, network and environment characteristics recorded in the UED, a user’s usage history, if one exists, and proceed to select the appropriate adaptation operations with which to adapt the video. RAE (Resource Adaptation Engine) will adapt the video using the selected operations either whilst or before transmitting to the user device for the user’s consumption. Let us consider the case where the user’s mobile device is a pocket pc with a display of 320×240 pixels, which only supports viewing in the wmv format, which uses WIFI to connect to DCAF, the user is in a noisy place like a football stadium, and the retrieved video is a live mpeg feed. These characteristics suggest size reduction, parsing to wmv, transmitting at a lower bit rate without error control, muting of audio to save bandwidth.
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Fig. 13 Video on demand application



5 Empirical evaluation This section presents the results of an experimental evaluation of the DCAF (Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework) implementation, including a performance comparison of ADE (Adaptation Resource Engine) against both a random and an exhaustive algorithm for generating optimal chromosomes. We have tested DCAF on a server (Windows 2003, Pentium 2.2 GHz, 1024 MB Ram, 160 GB HD) using as clients a mobile device (Pocket PC 2003, 64 MB RAM) and a laptop (Windows XP, Centrino 1600 MHz, 512 MB Ram, 80 GB HD). The population size, the crossover and mutation rate of the genetic algorithm
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Fig. 14 Conflicting optimisation constraints may yield more than one optimal APB



was set to 100, 0.2 and 0.05, respectively. For the experiments, we used two short videos for which we generated the complete AQoS (Adaptation Quality of Space) space and recorded in the AqoS XML descriptions. The AQoS XML descriptions describe the adaptation operators and attributes discussed in Section 3.2. 00 00 In our first experiment, Fig. 14 maps the chromosomes of PI and PE against two conflicting optimisation constraints, PSNR and file-size. Dominated chromosomes are drawn in blue and the non-dominated chromosomes that form the Pareto front are drawn in other colours. The Pareto front has 4 chromosomes. The green chromosome in the bottom left hand corner adapts video to the smallest possible file-size but it also yields the lowest PSNR. The non-dominated chromosome in the top right hand corner adapts video to the highest PSNR but it also yields the largest file-size. During each generation the external population or Pareto front is clustered and reduced into a representative subset that maintains the characteristics of the original population. The number of optimisation constraints specifies the number of clusters. The experiment



Fig. 15 Non-conflicting optimisation constraints may yield one optimal APB
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Fig. 16 Fitness value calculation for the first experiment where the two optimisation constraints conflict



depicted in Fig. 14 features two optimisation constraints thus two clusters: red chromosomes in one and green in the other. Selecting a representative individual from each cluster creates the reduced Pareto set. The two chromosomes marked CR1 and CR2 00 00 will be used for evaluating PI and PE , and will form part of the next generation. 00 00 In our second experiment, Fig. 15 maps the chromosomes of PI and PE against two nonconflicting optimisation constraints, PSNR and audio-bit-rate. Dominated chromosomes are in red and non-dominated chromosomes in blue. Since the two constraints do not conflict,



Fig. 17 Representative Pareto chromosomes after clustering and reduction
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Fig. 18 Eighteen chromosomes make up the final Pareto front



i.e. the APBi (Adaptation Policy Binding) with the optimal PSNR may yield the maximum audio-bit rate, the Pareto front consists of only one chromosome that dominates all other. In the first experiment, two optimisation constraints are in conflict. Figure 16 depicts the calculation of the dominated and non-dominated chromosome fitness value during generation k. As the fitness value of a non-dominated chromosome is equal to its strength, the lower the value a chromosome is assigned, the more likely it is to be selected for future generations. The higher the value of a chromosome, the less fit the chromosomes it dominates are, since their value is the sum of Pareto strengths plus one. Chromosomes dominated by more than one Pareto chromosomes have higher values. Figure 17 shows the fitness values of the external population at each generation after clustering and reduction. The y-axis shows the fitness value and the x-axis shows the number



Fig. 19 The final Pareto front of Fig. 18
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Fig. 20 Optimal chromosomes generated by the exhaustive algorithm



of evolutions. Figure 18 illustrates how performance, in terms of finding the final Pareto front chromosomes, increases with the number of evolutions. The y-axis represents the number of chromosomes in the final Pareto front whereas the x-axis the number of evolutions. Whilst the first final Pareto front chromosome is discovered during the first generation, the algorithm continues to search for optimal solutions until the 95th generation. The 96th generation does not yield new optimal chromosomes, hence, the 18 chromosomes of the 95th generation are returned as optimal. Figure 19 maps the 18 chromosomes against the two objectives, bandwidth and PSNR. To assess the performance of ProtoDCAF, we have implemented both random and exhaustive algorithms that search for an optimal chromosome. The random algorithm generates randomly chromosomes without using any knowledge acquired during a generation to modify or adapt its selection. Whilst both random and GA (Genetic Algorithms) can be utilised for both



Fig. 21 Optimal chromosomes generated by the random algorithm
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Fig. 22 Optimal chromosomes generated by GA



large or continuous and discrete domains, the exhaustive algorithm can only search discrete domains since it needs to evaluate every chromosome. Both the random and exhaustive algorithms evaluate the chromosomes using Pareto. Figure 20 maps the chromosomes of 00 00 PI and PE discovered by the exhaustive algorithm whereas Figs. 21 and 22 map the results discovered by the random algorithm and the GA respectively. Figure 23 compares the performance of GA against the Random and Exhaustive algorithms. The figure shows how performance, in terms of finding two Final Pareto front chromosomes increases as a function of the number of runs (the unit of measurement for every time a chromosomes is evaluated). The reported GA and Random results are the average values over 5 runs. While GA and random stop criteria can be modified in order to stop after a set number of consecutive runs if the algorithms fail to generate new Pareto chromosomes, the exhaustive algorithm has to evaluate every solution before stopping.



Fig. 23 Comparing the performance of random, exhaustive, and GA
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6 Conclusion and discussion DCAF (Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework) enables alternating some components outside and during interaction. For example, the average linkage algorithm that clusters the external population during each of several generations can alternate with a self-organising neural network that may yield an optimal APBi (Adaptation Policy Binding) during a single generation [1]. Such considerations yield several implications, however; whilst heuristic algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms are suitable for non-real-time adaptation where an optimal APBi does not have to be returned after a single generation, non-heuristic algorithms such as neural networks are suitable for real-time adaptation or in resourceconstrained mobile devices where an optimal APBi must be returned after a single generation in order not to starve the client whilst waiting for an optimal APBi to be selected. Selection of an optimal APBi from the final Pareto front with heuristic algorithms is random as the underlying assumption is that after so many generations the Pareto front consists of optimal solutions that should yield a closely similar user experience. However, this cannot be guaranteed because unlike a neural network which will need to be trained with a user’s adaptation and usage history, Genetic Algorithms will not consider a user’s adaptation and usage history during selection of an optimal APBi hence the optimal APBi cannot be benchmarked against past user experiences. Thus, to overcome this one solution may be to consider ranking the non-dominated chromosomes which comprise the Pareto front by considering prior user, user group and video knowledge and making a recommendation using collaborative and/or content filtering. A collaborative recommendation will consider the experiences of similar group users with Pareto front chromosomes if the video has been previously adapted and a content recommendation will consider the experiences of the user or similar group users with Pareto front chromosomes of similar videos which have been previously adapted. In such a case, both users and content will need to be clustered [1]. With respect to XML UED (Usage Environment Description), the parts that describe both the network and the device are generated semi-automatically. Future work may focus on fully automating the process by extracting all the necessary information from both the network and the device. This should enable us to develop XML UED generation algorithms that may work with routers and proxies in order to update XML UED when network characteristics evolve. With respect to XML AQoS (Adaptation Quality Space), future research work may focus on scalable coding adaptation and on extending the XML AQoS generator to support this. To pursue this, we must consider which adaptation operations and attributes can be used with scalable coding in the first place before considering their inclusion in the XML AQoS. With respect to XML UCD (Universal Constraints Description) future research work may investigate user preferences and location either as limit or optimisation constraints [29]. This research has identified drawbacks with MPEG-21. UCD is designed to support only one AQoS, hence, it cannot support a constraint that may need to reference multiple AQoS. As a result, it is not possible to accommodate multiple adaptation requests or manage shared resources. Another drawback is that UED does not allow for describing a user’s adaptation history. Knowledge regarding previous adaptations may help with the current adaptation decision. For instance, in the case of multiple steps adaptation, where video V0 is adapted to Vi at node n, to enable node n + k to adapt Vi, AQoS must either be regenerated with regard to Vi, or be redesigned to support multiple steps adaptation. In order to inform a node about adaptation decisions at all other nodes, MPEG-21 needs to include a history of adaptation decisions in the delivery path of an AQoS.
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Appendix Table of abbreviations ADE AO AP APB AQoS BSD DI DIA GA(s) IOPin MOP MPEG PO PSNR QoS RAE ROI UCD UED UMA DCAF FDV MDV



Adaptation Decision Engine Adaptation Operation Adaptation Policy Adaptation Policy Binding Adaptation Quality of Service Bit-stream Syntax Description Digital Item Digital Item Adaptation Genetic Algorithm(s) Input Output Pin Multi Objective\Optimisation Problem Moving Pictures Experts Group Pareto Optimality Peak signal-to-noise ratio Quality of Service Resource Adaptation Engine Region of Interest Universal Constraints Description Usage Environment Description Universal Multimedia Access Dynamic Content Adaptation Framework Full Decision Vector Minimum Decision Vector
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